Visual Question Generation (VQG) aims to ask natural questions about an image automatically. Existing research focuses on training model to fit the annotated data set that makes it indifferent from other language generation tasks. We argue that natural questions need to have two specific textual attributes from the perspectives of content and linguistic respectively, namely, natural and human-written. Inspired by the setting of discriminator in adversarial learning, we propose two discriminators, one for each attribute, to enhance the training. We then use the reinforcement learning framework to incorporate scores from the two discriminators as the reward to guide the training of the question generator. Experimental results on a benchmark VQG dataset show the effectiveness and robustness of our model compared to some state-of-the-art models in terms of both automatic and human evaluation metrics.
Introduction
Recent years see the popularity of multi-modal research on vision and language. Visual caption generation (VCG) (Xu et al., 2015; Vinyals et al., 2015) and visual question answering (VQA) (Antol et al., 2015) attract increasing attention from research communities. VCG aims to generate descriptions for a given image with the goal of scene understanding, while VQA asks visual questions and requires an answer to it. Research for these two tasks are fueled by several manually generated corpora (Lin et al., 2014; Zhu et al., 2016) .
Different from generating a statement (descriptions or answers) about an image, visual question generation (VQG) (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016) is tasked with generating a natural question which can potentially engage a human in starting a conversation when shown an image. Under this guidance, Mostafazadeh et al. (2016) collect natural questions for images via a crowd-sourcing platform and construct the first dataset for VQG. They also explore some neural network-based models for natural question generation. Those models are trained to better fit the VQG dataset that makes them indifferent from other language generation models and hard to identify the progress in naturalness for generated ones. Some human generated questions for VQG and questions for VQA are shown in Figure 1 , we name questions for VQA descriptive questions and those for VQG natural ones. As we can see, VQA questions are much simpler and can be easily answered using information from the source image directly. In contrast, VQG questions are more complex and answers are not trivial. We therefore argue that the specialty in terms of content needs to be considered for natural question generation.
In this paper, We formulate the task of visual natural question generation as language generation task with specific attributes in terms of content and linguistics, i.e. natural and human-written. Recently, adversarial learning approaches (Goodfellow et al., 2014) have been applied to various tasks and show advantage of learning boundary for target data distribution. Inspired by the setting of discriminator, we propose to use two discriminators to better learn these two textual attributes. For the attribute of human written, we use a generative adversarial network (GAN) to learn a dynamic discriminator to (Antol et al., 2015) . distinguish human generated questions and machine generated questions. For the attribute of natural, we use questions from VQA as negative samples and questions from VQG as positive samples to train a static discriminator.
It is difficult to come up some differentiable objective function for our target. Recently, reinforcement learning has been introduced to optimize model in terms of non-differentiable metrics (Ranzato et al., 2015; Rennie et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2017; Feng et al., 2018) . Therefore, we propose a reinforcement learning framework (Williams, 1992) to incorporate scores from the two discriminators as the reward to guide the optimization of the question generator. Experiment results on a benchmark dataset show the effectiveness of our proposed framework in terms of both automatic and human evaluation.
We will introduce our framework in detail in section 2. In section 3, we present our experiment results. In section 4, we list some related works. In section 5, we conclude our work and point out some future directions.
Framework
Given an image I, we aim to train a generative model G θ with parameter θ that is able to produce natural questions. The generator is designed following the fashion of Seq2Seq (Cho et al., 2014) that takes the representation of the image as input and generates a question word by word. We take two attributes of natural questions into consideration while training the generator. In particular, two discriminators are proposed to distinguish samples from two pairs of counter-question-distributions, namely human written vs machine generated and natural vs descriptive. A reinforcement learning framework is then used to combine results from the two discriminators as the reward to train the generator. The overall framework can be see in Figure 2 .
Bi-discriminator configuration
We first introduce our setup of bi-discriminators in this sub-section starting with the design of a hierarchical structure for the distribution of questions. Hierarchical structure for question distribution Suppose we have an overall domain D for all the questions, it can be split into two antithetic domains D g (machine generated) and D h (human written) according to linguistic attribute. The human written domain can be further split into D n+ (natural) and D n− (descriptive) according to the content attribute natural. The hierarchical structure is described in Equation 1. 
where G θ (I) stands for questions generated by the generator given image I, P 1 stands for the likelihood that a generated question is from domain D h and P 2 stands for the likelihood that a generated question is from D n+ . Scores of the two discriminators are served as the reward in our reinforcement learning framework to guide G θ to generate questions closer to questions in target domain D * . Under such setting, it is easy to observe that question similar to D n+ would be encouraged to generate by both D 1 and D 2 , which means that our bi-discriminator environment configuration is able to encourage natural question generation in theory. In conclusion, maximizing score of G θ (I) assigned by two discriminators is equal to encourage generate question with attributes of D h (human-written) and D n+ (natural). Discriminator D 1 for question domains D g and D h Discriminator D 1 is proposed to distinguish human written questions and machine generated questions. It is used to guide the generator to produce questions closer to samples from the domain of D h . We propose to use questions from a human generated dataset as positive samples while questions from our generator as negative samples. Considering the generator is updating during the training process, discriminator D 1 needs to be re-newed accordingly. We introduce generative adversarial network (GAN) for the training of D 1 to learn the border between D h and D g in pace with the updating of G θ . The target of GAN is shown in Equation 3.
The discriminator would converge to
during the training. The optimal generator G in GAN aims to mock D to be unable to recognize generated samples. In our case, the optimal condition is that questions generated can be completely mixed with human-written questions, and the dynamic discriminator D 1 is incapable to distinguish these two kinds of questions and thus assign equal probabilities to both categories.
During training, once we have a batch of generated questions, we re-train the discriminator to minimize the loss in Equation 4,
where positive samples are from human-written domain D h , and negative samples are generated by current generator G θ .
Discriminator D 2 for question domains D n+ and D n− Discriminator D 2 is proposed to distinguish natural questions and descriptive questions. It is used to guide the generator to produce questions with information beyond the image to meet the attribute of natural. With human generated samples from both domains D n+ and D n− , discriminator can be trained before-hand and stay static during the training of the generator. Cross-entropy loss is used for the training of D 2 . Considering that labeled samples for natural questions are much less than descriptive ones in reality, we need to consider the problem of class imbalance. As proved in the application of object detection (Lin et al., 2017b) , focal loss can reduce the problem of imbalance. It slows the updating speed of a certain class when that class has been trained well. Similarly, we train the discriminator D 2 using focal loss following Equation 5.
Reinforcement Learning for Question Generation
The reinforcement learning algorithm mainly consists of the generative model G θ and the reward function R.
Generative model Our generator G θ follows the design of Seq2Seq model. The only difference is that it takes image features as input instead of a sequence of words. We use fc7 feature extracted from VGGNet to represent a given image. The decoder is a recurrent neural network that generates a question word by word. In the framework of reinforcement learning, the generation process can be described as a sequence of states and actions (known as trajectory as well), s 0 , a 0 , s 1 , a 1 , · · · , s T , a T , s T +1 , where a 0 is the input image feature. A t (t ≥ 1) denotes the action space at time t. For text generation, action is the generation of a word, the action space is thus the whole vocabulary. In this task, when action is determined, the following state is also determined. Therefore, we can denote a trajectory as a 0 , a 1 , · · · , a T for simplicity.
Reinforce learning and policy gradient training Based on the reward function R and the generative model G θ , our goal is to maximize the expectation of reward R(Q, I), where Q is a set of questions produced by G θ and subject to p θ (Q|I). By means of REINFORCE algorithm (Williams, 1992) , the objective function is shown in Equation 6.
Assuming that p θ (Q|I) is continuously differentiable with respect to θ, the gradient of the equation 6 with respect to θ can be solved by policy gradient method shown in Equation 7 (Aleksandrov et al., 1968; Glynn, 1990; Williams, 1992) .
During the training, after generating questions, we compute rewards based on reward function R and update G θ using gradient ascent algorithm.
Monte Carlo Rollout The disadvantage of REINFORCE algorithm in language generation is that the reward can only be assigned to a complete sentence. Therefore, every single action taken for generating a complete sentence share the same reward. This hurts the effectiveness of training the generator.
To deal with such problem, we employ the strategy of Monte Carlo Rollout to assign a specific reward to each action. Suppose that we have a partial trajectory a 0:t−1 at t time, then we sample word a t from action space A t according to policy G θ . Next, we use Monte Carlo Rollout to generate the remaining T − t tokens. The m th Monte Carlo Rollout consequence is represented in equation 8:
The reward for action a t is computed as the mean reward of the sampling sentences, which is the following equation 9:
With Monte Carlo Rollout, the policy gradient is reconstructed as Equation 10.
Teacher Force As shown in Equation 10, ground-truth samples are not directly used to optimize the generator in the training process. In practice, this is usually in-efficient and is difficult to train a good question generator. Once the performance of generator G θ is poor and the discriminator is able to do a good job identifying the origin of questions, it is non-trivial for the generator to find a way for improvement without guidance of ground-truth samples. To alleviate the issue, it is necessary for the generator to directly access the ground-truth questions, through which, generator G θ learns the knowledge of target questions so that it is able to improve the performance. We follow Sutskever et al. (2014) to use the strategy of teacher force that trains the generator via MLE loss together with rewards from discriminators.
Training The overall training process of our proposed model is shown in Table 1 . Update G on (Q, I) using reward r 2
22:
23:
for i=1,G3-steps do 24:
Sample (Q, I) from real data 25:
Teacher Force: Update G using (Q, I)
26:
End 3 Experiments
Dataset
We evaluate our models using MSCOCO part of Visual Question Generation (VQG) dataset 1 (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016) . It contains 2500, 1250 and 1250 images for training, validation and testing respectively. Each image is accompanied with 5 natural questions produced by human annotators.
Another dataset involved is VQA. For each image in VQA, three questions are collected. The intention of building such dataset is to teach model to response to the questions with respect to concepts in some certain images. Therefore, questions in VQA are much simpler than those ones in VQG. VQG dataset contains about 80000, 40000, 80000 images for training, validation and testing respectively. VQA is used to pre-train our question generator and questions are also served as negative samples to train the discriminator D 2 .
Models for Comparison
We compare our models with some baselines and some state-of-the-art methods.
-KNN (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016) : using the question from the most similar image as the question for a target image. Cosine similarity based on fc7 features is utilized to search for similar images.
-Img2Seq: it generates a question from image features following Seq2Seq fashion (Cho et al., 2014) . The model is trained using the word-level loss maximum likelihood estimation (MLE).
-Img2Seq pre−train : different from Img2Seq, this model is pre-trained on VQA.
-MIXER-BLEU-4 (Ranzato et al., 2015): it follows the framework of reinforcement learning that uses BLEU-4 between the generated question and the human-written question as the reward to guide the parameter update of the generator with policy gradient. Since the model is trained by optimizing BLEU-4 directly, it is able to generate higher BLEU-4 score in general.
-Reinforce D 1 : it uses the score of D 1 as the reward to guide the training of the generator. The setting is quite similar to SeqGAN (Yu et al., 2017) . This model is a upgrade version of Img2Seq. It introduces adversarial learning network to better train the generator under the reinforcement learning framework.
-Reinforce D 2 : it uses the score of D 2 as the reward to guide the training of the generator. This model is comparable to MIXER-BLEU-4 because both models utilize a static way to produce reward (BLEU score with ground truth questions in MIXER-BLEU-4 and classification confidence in Reinforce D 2 ) -Reinforce D 1 +D 2 : this is our proposed model.
Training Details
For the generator, we use GRU cell and the number of cells is 512; the dimension of word embedding is 300 and is pre-trained using GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) . The image feature, fc7 is the output of the 7th fully-connected layer in VGGNet. The original dimension of fc7 is 4096, and we compress it to a 300-dimension vector using 2-layer fully-connected layer. The upper settings are the same for all neural network models. We set batch size, rollout size, D1-step, G1-step, G2-step and G3-step as 64, 16, 5, 1, 2 and 1, respectively. γ for the training of D 2 is set to 2.0 empirically.
Automatic Evaluation
There is no direct evaluation metric to determine whether a question is natural or not. We thus use several relevance scores for the automatic evaluation following the setting of existing researches, including Corpus BLEU-4, BLEU-4 (Papineni et al., 2002) , METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) , ROUGE (Lin and Hovy, 2003) and CIDEr (Vedantam et al., 2015) . The overall experiment results in terms of five relevance scores are shown in -Although KNN model retrieves questions from the original dataset, the result is not good enough. Further analysis reveals that questions generated are not relevant to the target image. Therefore, the strategy of reusing questions from similar images is not sufficient for generating question with high quality.
-Performance of Img2Seq pre−train is better than that of Img2Seq in terms of all the five metrics. This indicates that samples from the domain of D n− are also helpful for generating high quality natural questions. This is reasonable because samples from VQA also locate in the domain of D h therefore pre-training is able to guide the generator to better learn the attribute of human written.
-By incorporating the discriminator D 2 , both models of Reinforce D 2 and Reinforce D 1 +D 2 is able to improve the performance in terms of all the five relevance scores compared with their counter-part models Img2Seq pre−train and Reinforce D 1 respectively. This confirms the effectiveness of discriminator D 2 . The existence of D n− helps the generator G θ learns more about the unique features for questions in D n+ and better demarcates the boundary of itself.
-By incorporating the discriminator D 1 , both Reinforce D 1 and Reinforce D 1 +D 2 produce better performance than their counter-part approaches Img2Seq and Reinforce D 2 respectively. The disadvantage of training using MLE is that only human-generated training samples are exposed to generator (known as exposure bias) and loss is computed in word-level without considering sentence-level performance. By adding D 1 , the generator is able to observe generated question during training. Therefore the issue of exposure bias can be partially addressed. Besides, the sentence level performance is also computed and used as reward to guide the training process.
-MIXER-BLEU-4 produces the highest score of BLEU-4 and ROUGE but it performs much worse in terms of other three metrics. This indicates that simply using one criteria value as the reward is not universal.
-Our proposed model Reinforce D 1 +D 2 produces three best values out of the five evaluation metrics. This confirms the effectiveness of our proposed framework for natural question generation. Although our model is not optimizing BLUE-4 directly, it performs comparable to MIXER-BLEU-4 in terms of BLUE-4, indicating the robustness of our model.
Human Evaluation
We also perform human evaluation on generated questions from different models to evaluate their naturalness (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016) . For a given image, we first list questions generated by different models and randomly sample one question from ground-truth to form the question pool. Then we present the image and the corresponding question pool to the annotator. S/he is asked to assign a score to each single question in term of naturalness. A guidance from (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016) is presented during the annotation. We set the score range in (1 2 3) following (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016) . The better the question is, the higher score it would get. Table 2 : Results of human evaluation for different models.
Two annotators are invited to label the questions independently. We collect the number of various ratings for different models and add up the value of the two annotators. We randomly choose 200 images for human evaluation. Result is shown in Table 2 . Figure 3 shows two sample images and corresponding questions generated by different models. Based on the result of human evaluation and the sample questions generated by the system, we have some findings as follows:
-Relatively poor performance of retrieval model indicates that questions retrieved by KNN are not relevant to the image as we can see in Figure 3 .
-The performance of Reinforce D 1 +D 2 is the best among all automatic question generators in terms of the number of rating 3 it obtains. This reconfirms the effectiveness of our framework. Besides, the sample questions in Figure 2 . also reveals that our system is able to ask more complex questions.
-The performance of MIXER-BLEU-4 is middle-level. This indicates that optimizing a single evaluation metric is not sufficient enough for generating high quality natural questions.
-The gap between ground-truth questions and machine generated questions is still large. This indicates that there is still a large room for question generation system to improve.
Related Works
This paper locates in the research filed of question generation and reinforcement learning for sequence generation. We will focus on related works from these two domains. Question Generation Question generation has been researched for years from textual input (Rus et al., 2010; Heilman, 2011) . Researchers start from rule-based method that extracts key aspects from the input text and then insert these aspects into human generated templates for interrogative sentence generation (Heilman, 2011) . Recently, sequence-to-sequence model is utilized for question generation in description-question pairs (Du et al., 2017; Tang et al., 2017; Serban et al., 2016) . Although these models generate better performance, the characteristics of question is still ignored. On the other hand, research about visual question generation is much less (Ren et al., 2015; Vijayakumar et al., 2018; Mostafazadeh et al., 2016; Shijie et al., 2017) . Diversity as another important characteristic of question also draws much attention. proposed to use Maximum Mutual Information (MMI) as the objective function for result diversification. Vijayakumar et al. (2018) proposed a diverse beam search for generated multiple questions. Fan et al. (2018) utilized question type driven framework to diversify question generation.
Natural question generation cares more about a specific attribute of the generated text in terms of content. Although some attempts have been explored for this task, researchers ignore the attribute of natural in general. In our work, we treat this task as language generation with an additional attribute and propose a reinforcement learning framework for it. Our framework can also be used to other language generation tasks like dialogue generation with emotion information. Reinforcement Learning For Sequence Generation MIXER (Ranzato et al., 2015) model uses RE-INFORCE method with a baseline reward estimator, directly optimizes BLEU-4 score of generated sequence. In order to compensate same reward for all action in generation and lack of ground-truth sequence knowledge, curriculum learning is utilized. Although performance in corresponding metric gets better, but model still lacks robustness and distinguishing reward for every generate step. Actor-Critic algorithm (Konda and Tsitsiklis, 2000) in sequence generation (Bahdanau et al., 2017) utilizes value network to estimate reward for every generate step. Rennie et al. (2016) utilizes self-critic arg max to estimate generator's reward more accurately and does not need additional value network. Different reward function also gets attention for better evaluation and robustness. Liu et al. (2017) uses a combination of different metrics as the reward. In the task of visual caption generation, visual-semantic embedding (Frome et al., 2013; ) is used to be reward (Ren et al., 2017) for better matching image and caption. SeqGAN (Yu et al., 2017) , RankGAN (Lin et al., 2017a) , LeakGAN (Guo et al., 2018) are also based on Reinforcement Learning, they aim to generate sequence more similar to human-written ones, thus the similarity is assigned as reward to generator.
In our setting, we borrow the idea of GAN to train one of our discriminators. Adversarial training is effective in improving generator's capability in general tasks, and it helps our generator get better guidance of natural attribute. Most of existing research under reinforcement learning focuses on using a single reward to guide the training of the generator. In this paper, we propose a setting of bi-discriminator to consider two attributes of target text and it is easy to be generalized to multiple discriminators incorporating other information.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose a reinforcement learning framework for natural question generation. It incorporates two discriminators to take two specific attributes of natural question into consideration. Experimental results on a benchmark VQG dataset show the effectiveness and robustness of our proposed model. The proposed framework can be applied to other language generation tasks with additional attribute, such as dialogue generation with emotion information. Besides, the setting of bi-discriminators can be extended to multi-discriminators to incorporate more information.
The future research can be carried out in several directions. First, during our experiment, we find that the time and space consumption of Monte Carlo Rollout is expensive. More effective and powerful methods of assigning reward for every generate step deserve research in the future. Second, We will explore more structural scoring system and better collaborative method of multiple discriminators. Third, another future direction is to incorporate some automatic evaluation metrics into our reinforcement learning framework to improve the performance further.
